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Messagefrom the Chair:
William J. Perry

Our national security advisory group was fonned partly in response to the perception that
Democrats have been indifferent to national security problems and weak on defense. This
perception flies in the face of the historical role that Democrats have played in national security.
Harry Truman established_the Cold War's national security strategy -containment
and
deterrence-and launched the first programs to implement that strategy. John Kennedy took
the nation safely through the single most dangerousnational security crisis of the Cold War the Cuban Missile Crisis. During Jimmy Carter's administration, the nation developed a new
generationof deterrencesystems:the MX ballistic missile, the Trident 2 submarine,the Trident 4
and Pershing missiles, the B-2 bomber, and air- and ground-launched strategic cruise missiles.
President Carter's administration was also responsible for developing a new family of
conventional weapons, including the F-117 Stealth fighter, precision-guided munitions,
conventional cruise missiles, and advanced surveillance systems, all of which peifonned so
brilliantly a decade later in Desert Stonn. And the Clinton administration developed the JDAM
precision guidance package, remotely-piloted reconnaissanceaircraft, digitized army units,
airstrike-on-demand targeting, and internetted joint forces -systems that played a key role in
defeating in a matter of daysIraq's sizable military forces.
Today the country faces security problems that are very different from those of the Cold War.
When the Cold War ended some thought that our security problems were behind us, a view
described most eloquently in Prof. Francis Fukuyama's book, The End of History and the Last
Man. But in the last decadeit has become increasingly clear that history has not ended; that old
Cold War dangers were being replaced by new dangers; and that a new security strategy was
neededto deal with thesedangers.
Five years ago Ash Carter and I wrote a book that attempted to spell out these dangers and
outline the elements of a strategy for dealing with them. We focused on what we called "Type A
threats," defined as those that could causecasualtiesin the United Statescomparableto those our
forces suffered in World War II. We described how thesemassive casualtiescould be causedby
an accidental or unauthorized launch of nuclear missiles, or from a rogue nation or a transnational terrorist group that had gotten accessto weapons of mass destruction (WMD). Since
9/11, the public hasjoined us in focusing on the most fearsomeof thesedangers: the possibility
that a terror group would detonate a nuclear bomb in an American city. No one should doubt
that AI Qaeda would have the will if they had the weapon. And even one nuclear bomb in New
York City could causecasualtiescomparableto all American casualtiesin World War II.
President Bush implicitly recognized that danger when he stated that keeping the worst weapons
out of the hands of the worst people was his highest priority. But the national security programs
put in place by his administration do not adequatelyprotect Americans from this danger. The
United States needsthe clear articulation of a security strategy for these dangeroustimes, and it
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needs national security programs better designed to serve that strategy. And Democrats should
take the lead in articulating this strategy and working for those national security goals, just as
they did in the most dangerousyears of the Cold War. SenatorDaschle, believing that, askedme
to bring together a National Security Advisory Group to advise the Democratic leadership, and
through them the entire Congressand the nation, on what that strategy and what those programs
should be.
Our group began with a fundamentalbelief: preventing the spreadof nuclear weapons should be
a top priority goal of America's security programs. During the Cold War the success in
preventing proliferation exceededanyone's expectation. But today this whole effort, this success
resulting from decadesof hard work, could be unraveling. India and Pakistanhave gone nuclear;
North Korea is about to start serial production of nuclear weapons; and Iran is only a few years
away from production. Unless this tide can be stemmed, the proliferation game will be
irretrievably lost. And if lost, it is likely that before this decadeis over, nuclear bombs will be
used in regional wars and in terror attacks on American cities. The acid test of America's
national security programs is the extent to which they make less likely that catastrophic outcome.
Our group has written six papers evaluating American security programs and recommending
how to improve them to better meet this acid test. Our first paper deals with the most imminent
danger of nuclear weaponsbeing detonated in American cities -the nuclear program underway
in North Korea.
There are three basic alternatives for dealing with this dangeroussituation. The administration
can continue to refuse to negotiate,"outsourcing" this problem to the concernedregional powers.
This approachappearsto be basedon the hope that the regional powers will be able to prevail on
North Korea to stop its nuclear program. But hope is not a strategy! Their efforts are unlikely to
succeed in the absenceof a clear American negotiating strategy in which they can playa part.
Multilateral efforts can be a potent ingredient in a US strategy but are no substitute for one.
A secondalternative is to hope for "regime change" in North Korea, or to take military actions to
bring this change about. While the regime may one day collapse on its own, there is no reasonto
believe that this will happenin time -the nuclear threat is imminent. Taking military action to
force a timely regime change could result in an intensity of conflict comparable to the first
Korean War, with casualtiesthat would shockthe world.
The third alternative is to undertake serious negotiations with the North Koreans to determine if
there is a way to stop their nuclear program short of war. The administration is clearly reluctant
to negotiate with the North Koreans, calling them loathsome and cheaters. It is easy to be
sympathetic with this position, but here is where strategic clarity matters. A North Korea
without nuclear weapons is a deplorable dictatorship, probably short-lived; whereas the nuclear
weapons they could make if we do not act are the highest order of security threat we face, a
threat that will long outlive the regime.
Any negotiation with the North Koreans should be predicated on a prior agreementthat they will
freeze their nuclear activities during the negotiations. It would need to have a positive
dimension, making it clear to North Korea that foregoing nuclear weapons could lead it to a safe
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and positive future; but it also would need a negative or coercive dimension, both to induce
North Korea to take the right path and to give us and our allies more credible options if
diplomacy should fail. President Kennedy said it best: "Let us never negotiate out of fear. But
let us never fear to negotiate."
Our second paper deals with the global nuclear proliferation problem, and recommendsways to
get the world back on the non-proliferation track. America needs a multi-faceted approach to
preventing proliferation, one that includes arms control regimes and other cooperative
international programs. The Bush administration's actions to counter proliferation do not match
its rhetoric -it
is simply not doing enough to overhaul the panoply of counter-proliferation
tools, which should have been our highest priority immediately after 9/.11. Instead, the
administration's actions suggestthat it believes that military preemption is the preferred way of
dealing with this problem, elevating this option to the level of a supposed"doctrine," Military
preemption is and must be one option open to the United States,and becauseof the dominant
power of our military it is generally a plausible option, though our difficulty in locating WMDs
in Iraq should be a caution that the preemption tool is not a silver bullet. Military operations
involve casualties, political costs, and unintended consequences,and most of all are subject to
intelligence uncertainties that arise from the very nature ofWMDs (they can be easily concealed)
-as
we are seeing in Iraq today. Therefore as a matter of policy, preemption should be
reserved for those cases of proliferation where the danger is unambiguous and imminent, and
considered only after the failure of serious efforts to curb the proliferation through coercive
diplomacy, As a matter of practicality, preemption is no replacement for a comprehensive
approach, especially when it comesto nuclear weapons.
Even before exercising diplomacy, the United States should work, in a comprehensive way, to
create the conditions that make proliferation less likely in the first place. For example, the
United States should take the lead in broadening and deepening the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative
Threat Reduction Program by fostering an international coalition designed to secure and
eliminate the ingredients of WMD and to establish strict safeguards on the creation of the
components of WMD -all
such ingredients are "sleeper cells" of catastrophic terrorism. And
the United Statesshould not be suggestingto the world that our preeminentconventional military
power is more reliant on nuclear weapons in this era -for example, by pursuing new nuclear
weapon designs, and by giving hints of the need for new underground testing of nuclear
weapons.
The successin preventing proliferation during the Cold War was not happenstance. It required a
modicum of American restraint on its own nuclear programs; it required an enormous investment
of political capital on the part of successiveAmerican administrations; and it required skillful
and determined diplomacy to createthe necessaryinternational cooperation. The samerestraint,
the same investment of political capital, and the same determined diplomacy are required today,
but have not beenforthcoming from the Bush administration.
So the first barrier to nuclear bombs being detonated in American cities is a robust program to
prevent proliferation. But even with a determined, multi-faceted, and creative overhaul of our
entire set of non-proliferation programs, we should not rely on these programs as our only
strategy. It is also necessaryto take the offensive and attack and disrupt trans-national terror
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groups that might use such weaponsif they got them. The administration has attacked Al Qaeda
in Afghanistan, destroying their training camps and some of their leaders. They have impounded
the funds of AI Qaeda wheneverpossible. And they have pursued terror cells around the world
with law enforcement and intelligence operations. These operations have been vigorous and
deserve our support. But this is the beginning of a long and dangerouswar on terrorism, and
much more needsto be done.
Our third paper accordingly deals with counterterrorism and Homeland Security, and especially
with the paramount need to prevent terrorism with WMD. Efforts underway to protect the
homeland from a terror attack have been poorly organized and implemented. A clear set of
homeland security priorities and a coherent interagency strategy and spending plan compatible
with these priorities are long overdue. The threat reduction efforts that should receive highest
priority are not clearly defined as a part of the homeland security effort.
As a result, the increase in funding for Homeland Security has too often been used to pursue pet
programs of an agency rather than high priority programs that protect the homeland from real
threats. And almost two years after 9/11, America's front line forces -the first respondersare not adequatelyfunded or organized. In fact, the combined effect of the recession and the
administration's tax cuts are dramatic decreasesin State budgets and the drying up of funds
available to support the police and fire departmentsand local public health facilities -the first
respondersthat are so critical in minimizing casualtiesafter an attack like 9/11.
Finally, the administration is losing the war of ideas in the world. Democmts, in addition to
working to achieve domestic security goals, should take the lead in promoting the indispensable
third leg of the war against terrorism -rigorous
and principled global leadership and
engagement. We must isolate the extremists, not ourselves.
Our fourth paper points out that the administration is in danger of undoing much of the good
work of the American military in Afghanistan and Iraq by failing on the post-war reconstruction
efforts in those countries. To date, the reconstruction effort in Iraq has been executed poorly,
partly becausethe administration apparentlyunderestimatedjust how difficult this task would be.
There is a real danger that Iraq will degenerateinto another Gaza strip, only much larger, with
American soldiers the continuing victims of ambushesand suicide attacks. The concomitant
risk, then, is that the administration, caught without a viable reconstructionplan, will respond by
departing prematurely, leaving the entire region to descendinto chaos and instability.
The opposite dangeris that we will respond by over-reaching and using the heavy-handedtactics
of a pennanent army of occupation, creating a backlash againstthe United Statesand abetting the
forces of Islamic extremism. Democrats should support a program of modernization and refonn
throughout the region and should insist on an honestaccounting of what this program could cost,
which objective observers have estimated to be $30 to $50 billion per year, with a probable
duration of many years. Democrats should also support a serious effort to bring our allies and
partners into the reconstruction effort to sharethis burden, instead of rejecting their help because
they did not supportthe war effort.
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Our fifth paper suggestsways of working cooperatively with allies and partners that are very
different from the approach of the Bush administration. Pervading all aspects of America's
national security objectives is the role of allies and partners in achieving those objectives.
Anyone who has traveled abroadthis past year has learned that regard and respect for the United
States is at an all-time low around the world. But this alienation is not just a condition that
makes us uncomfortable when we travel; unless corrected, it could have a profoundly negative
affect on America's national security.
The United States has demonstrated that it can successfully conduct significant military
operations, unilaterally if necessary. But unilateral efforts cannot effectively prevent
proliferation. Unilateral efforts cannot effectively cut off international funding for terrorists.
Unilateral efforts cannot effectively preempt terror cells in other countries. Unilateral efforts
cannot effectively deal with a biological attack or, for that matter, a SARS epidemic. And
Unilateral efforts cannot effectively and economically deal with the reconstruction programs in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
Since a prime threat to our security is a trans-national terror group detonating a nuclear device in
an American city, it follows that working cooperatively with nations around the world to contain
and disrupt this threat should be a top national securitypriority.
So-called "coalitions of the willing" are not a substitute for established alliances and
partnerships. Indeed, without allies and partners who have trained and exercised with our
military, we will have no effective coalition membersto draw from.
Our sixth paper deals with the American defenseprogram and budget, which, of course, affects
all aspectsof national security. At the end of the Clinton administration, the United Stateshad
the dominant miiitary force in the world. This was essentiallythe sameforce that this past year
performed brilliantly in Afghanistan and Iraq, as it had earlier in Bosnia and Kosovo. The Bush
administration, in its first year, proposed very nearly the same defense budget as had been
planned under Clinton. However, in the wake of 9/11, an opportunity aroseto make significant
increasesin the budget, and they seizedit. What are they doing with that opportunity?
While their rhetoric has been about the "transformation" of America's military forces, their
proposed defense programs essentially continue the programs initiated by their predecessors.
Indeed, to the extent that "transformation" is the aggressive application of information
technology, smart weapons, and unmanned vehicles, that transformation is already well
advanced,as the American military demonstratedin Desert Storm and Kosovo, as well as in Iraq.
In fact, most of the budget increaseshave been used to sustain the "transformation" programs
started by previous administrations, and to fund an overdue increase in military pay, cover rising
health costs, and fund procurementprograms that were underwaybut not adequatelyfunded.
We believe that Democrats should continue to supportthose programs and the budget increaseto
$400 billion that made them possible. But the Bush administration is proposing further increases
in the defense budget (to $500 billion) in the later years. We believe that a further increase in
security spending is warranted to deal with the national security problems described in this
paper, but that the bulk of this increaseshould go to other national security accounts. In essence,
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we are calling for a rebalancing of national security spending, where the non-military activities
that contribute to security receive some of the increasesthat military spending has had. These
activities include homeland security, post-conflict reconstruction, forei~ assistanceand foreign
affairs, non-proliferation and threat reduction, and intelligence. We believe that national security
should be seen as a total package, with the world's best military complemented by a greatly
improved non-military dimension; only then will Americans get adequateprotection in the 21 st

century.
And we believe that spending more on the non-military aspectsof national security, while at the
same time spending yet more on the military puts national security on a collision course with
other budget imperatives. Another big increase in defensespending -on top of the substantial
increase we have seenand support -is not sustainable;moreover, it is not needed. We believe
that the defense budget should be held at the current levels, plus allowances for inflation and
reasonable cost of living increases. This will require DoD and Congress to find ways of
achieving efficiencies in the management of defense programs. There are many such
opportunities, including:
.Closing
of unneededbases;
.Building
on the acquisition reforms initiated ten years ago;
.Using
private capital sourcesto fund badly-needednew military housing, following up
on the program initiated eight yearsago; and
.Negotiating
assistancefrom other nations in the costly reconstructionefforts.
But seizing these opportunities will require the investment of political capital by the Secretaryof
Defense and the cooperation of Congress. Democrats in Congress should both prompt the
administration to take theseactions and then support them when they do.
In spite of the incredible dangersour nation and people faced, we survived the Cold War without
the destruction of American and Russian cities by nuclear weapons. But that was only because
President Truman had articulated a clear security strategy focused on that objective, and because
successive administrations aggressively pursued national security programs designed to
implement that strategy.
We can do no less today, when the nation is faced with the threat of nuclear bombs being
detonated in American cities by a terrorist group. To protect Americans, we need today, as in the
Cold War, a clear security strategyfocused on that threat.
Democrats must have the courageand must bear the responsibility to lead the way in articulating
and implementing this strategy. It is our hope that the ideas that are in this report will serve as a
rallying point for Democrats, and will encouragethe party to resume its historical role as the
protector of American's security.

July2003
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The Loose Nukes Crisis in North Korea
July 2003

A RAPmL Y UNFOLDING CRISIS
North Korea's move to unfreeze its plutonium program at Yongbyon presents profound
and urgent dangers to U.S. security. It poses the specterof nuclear weapons in the hands of
terrorist groups and rogue nations. It is a massive failure for U.S. counter-proliferation and
counter-terrorism policies. This crisis will unfold within the next few months. It can only be
forestalled by U.S. leadership.
The fuel rods a arentl bem re rocessedat Yon b on contain five or six nuclear wea ns'
~orth of weal?o~s-flfadeDlutonium. Thev are now bein2 Dut out of reach of both IAEA
insDectors and the Dossibilitv of U.S. airstrikes -for the first time since the Agreed
Framework of 1994. North Korea also is restarting its reactor, allowing it to produce
plutonium for several more bombs within a year.

~,
when North Korea is suspectedof reprocessing(extractingplutonium from spent
reactorfuel rods) enoughplutonium for one or two bombs. Had North Korea's plutonium
programnot beenfrozenduring this period, by now it could haveproduceda large nuclear
arsenal.This nonDroliferation
successis in dan2erof beinglost.
The issue is not Iraq versus North Korea. It is whether we can afford to put North Korea on
the back burner while we continue to focus on Iraq. The answer is no. Indeed, the threat
posed by North Korea's recent moves with its nuclear program is far more immediate than
SaddamHussein's Iraq ever was.

GRAVE DANGERS FOR U.S.SECURITY
A North Korea with a nuclear weapons assembly line would gravely imperil U.S. and
international security.
:North Korea has a Drovenrecord of sellin!! its weaDonstechnolo£!Vindiscriminately. Once it
has a handful of nuclear bombs, North Korea might sell some of them -or the plutonium to
make them --to other proliferators or terrorists. Those bombs could eventually be detonated
in any city in the world.
A nuclear North Korea mimt miscalculate that by threatening nuclear use against the United
States and its allies, it had tipped the balance of deterr~nceon the Korean peninsula. which
would make a destructive w~ there more likely.
A nuclear North Korea would cause South Korea. JaDan.Taiwan. and other non-nuclear
powers in the rel!ion to reconsider their own nuclear ~rograms. a scenario the United States
has successfullyprevented through severaldecades.
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If North Korea -a small, impoverished, communist country -successfullv defies the
international norm aeainst nuclear nroliferation embodied in the Nuclear Non-Proliferatiqn
Treaty, particularly without robust efforts by the United States to prevent it, that norm and
treaty regime would be criticallv weakened.

if

If the North Korean regime collapses as a result of its economic and political failures, i!§
nuclear weaDonscould be commandeered.diverted. or sold in the chaos of transition to a
new government.

AN INCOHERENT U.S. APPROACH
The Bush administration has not developed a strategy for immediately heading off the
developments at Yongbyon.
And while the U.S. military maintained a two-theater capability throughout the 1990s to
deal simultaneously with crises in the Persian Gulf and the Korean Peninsula, our current
civilian leadership -preoccupied with the effort to disarm Iraq of its chemical and
biological weapons, and the war's aftermath -has failed to pay sufficient attention to the
nuclear-weapons situation developing on the Korean peninsula.

Time is not on our side.
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The situation at Yon£zbvonhas Dro£zressivelv
and raDidlv deteriorated, as North Korea has
successively withdrawn from the Agreed Framework, expelled international inspectors,
restarted a nuclear reactor, and apparently relocated and begun reprocessing plutoniumcontaining fuel rods.

u.s. optionsarenarrowing. By movingthe fuel rods,North Koreahasput them out of reach
of both inspectorsand the possibilityof U.S. military action. Once it reprocesses
the fuel
rods, it can fashionfive to six nuclearbombsfrom the plutoniumwithin weeks.
In the absence of a coherent, articulated strategy for dealing with North Korea's nuclear
threats, U.S. statements to date might inadvertently be leading North Korea and others to
believe that:
A nuclear North Korea is not a serious and urgent threat to the security of the United States
and its allies. As North Korea preparedto unfreeze Yongbyon in December 2002, Secretary
of State Powell declaredthat the situation was "not yet a crisis."

Reprocessing
doesnot crossa U.S.red line.
Going nuclear will guaranteesafety from the United Statesand will only result, as President
Bush put it in his Stateof the Union message,in "isolation." North Korea is already the most
isolated country on earth.
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Military action to head off thesethreatshas beentaken off the table.
The United Statesdoes not stand finnly with South Korea in defenseagainstNorth Korea.
The United Statesbelieves its security can be adequatelyprotected through the interventions
of others -South Korea, Japan,China and Russia -without U.S. involvement.
The United States will not take action to deal directly with North Korea on the crisis until
North Korea halts its nuclear program, whereasNorth Korea is acceleratingits program.
The United Statescannothandle more than one crisis at a time.

TIME FOR A NEW APPROACH: START WITH DIRECT TALKS
Th..
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or whether it is determined to seek a nuclear arsenal regardless of what we do, is to test it
in talks.

President Bush has stated that he seeksa diplomatic solution to the North Korea crisis but has
not suggesteda roadmap for talks. Our allies and friends in the region expect us to try a
serious diplomatic effort and will not be prepared to stand finnly with us unless such an
effort has beentried and has failed.
The U.S. should move immediately on a new and aggressive diplomatic
incorporating the following initial features:

approach

forge a common front with South Korea and Jap@. Japan is the focal point of U.S. policy
towards the entire Asia-Pacific region, and no U.S. strategytoward North Korea'can succeed
unless it is shared with South Korea. In particular, South Korea can contribute greatly to
diplomatic success;it can undermine our diplomacy if it does not agree with us; and without
its participation more coercive approachesto North Korea become unavailable in practice.
We have lost considerable leverage in dealing with North Korea over the past two years by
allowing our relationship with SouthKorea to deteriorate.
Pursue direct u.s. talks with North Korea (direct talks mean that u.s. and North Korean
representativesare in the same room, though representativesof other nations might also be
present in the room at the sametime). China, Russia, and others can play an important role
in pressing North Korea to comply with the NPT and acceptthe IAEA inspectors.
0 Direct talks can and should be conducted in parallel with efforts at the United
Nations to raise international concern over North Korea's nuclear moves; the UN
has an important role to play in holding North Korea responsible for complying
with its obligations under the NPT, and for providing the vehicle (IAEA) for
verifying that compliance.
0 But issues at the very heart of American security cannot simply be outsourced to
China, Russia, or the United Nations. North Korea itself maintains that only the
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United States,as the leading power in the region and the world, can address its
security concerns, and that these concerns are the source of its nuclear program.
Our allies and friends in the region also urge direct talks. Their efforts can be
powerful ingredients in a U.S. strategy, but they are not a substitute for a U.S.
strategy.

of North Korea's nuclear wea ons oth lutonium-based and uranium-based and Ion range mi~sile orograms nationwid~. This objective includes, but goes beyond, all the
obligations contained in previous agreementsmade by North Korea.

are under wa North Korea will freeze all activi at Yon b on under IAEA su ervision
and the United Stateswill refrain from any militarY buildUDon the Korean Peninsula.
Articulate a red line. making clear to North Korea that the United States cannot tolerate
North Korean progressionto serial production of nuclear weapons,and that we are prepared
to take all measures of coercion, including military force, to prevent this threat to U.S.
security.

and long-range missile ~rograms.
Offer assistancefor weaponselimination, as the United Stateshas done with the statesof the
former Soviet Union underthe Nunn-Lugar program.
Broaden talks over time to encomDassQtherissuesof deep concernto the United States, such
as conventional forces, avoidance of incidents on the DMZ, and human rights; and to North
Korea, suchas energy securityand economic development.
Promote a gradual and conditional relaxation of tension. Within the context of a shared
diplomatic approach, South Korea and Japan should be encouragedto expand their contacts
with North Korea. Important economic benefits to North Korea could result from these
expandedcontacts, but if, and only if, North Korea curbs its weaponsprograms.
The United States should not give in to blackmail, but neither should it be frozen into
paralysis. The objective of negotiations should not be simply to return to the status quo
ante, but to achieve a more comprehensive curb on North Korea's nuclear and ballistic
missile programs than ever before, backed by extensive verification and international
monitoring.
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Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD)1

July 2003
COUNTERING PROLIFERAllON:

A mSTORY OF SUCCESS

u.s. administrations of both parties have long maintained a comprehensivepolicy toward
proliferation of WMD, especiallynuclear weapons. While the use of military force has
always been an option, it has beenone tool amongmany. This multi-faceted approach has
had significant successover the history of the nuclearage.
Steady and reliable alliances and security partnerships with the United States have made it
unnecessaryfor nations -Japan, Gennany, South Korea, and Taiwan, among many othersto turn to nuclear weapons for their security.
Focused U.S. diplomacy, supported by international opinion embodied in the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) and other nonproliferation regimes, has confronted and reversed
proliferation in such nations as Brazil, Argentina, South Korea, Taiwan, South Africa,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus.
U.S.-led efforts such as export controls, covert action, and the Nunn-Lugar program have
denied weaponstechnology to potential proliferators.

Soundtechnicalintelligenceon WMD has frequentlygiventhe U.S. an accuratepicture of
nascentproliferationthreats,essentialto policy implementation.
Where deternlined proliferators have proceeded to obtain nuclear weapons despite U.S.
opposition, the United States has sought to isolate and punish them, as in the sanctions
applied to India and Pakistan in the two decades after they went nuclear in the 1970s and
1980s.
The United States has sought to deter those who might use WMD against U.S. territory,
forces, or allies by promising "overwhelming and devastating" response to such use with
both non-nuclear and nuclear weapons.
The United Stateshas deployed defense againstballistic missile and chemical and biological
weapons attack to reduce our vulnerability.

tl
I This memorandumfollows traditional usageby collecting nuclear, biological, and chemical
weaponsinto the categoryof ' 'weaponsof massdestruction" (WMD) despite the fundamental
differences among the three types in tenns of their lethal effects, easeof accessto technology,
easeof production, and easeof use. The focus of this memorandumis on nuclear proliferation,
though many of the points made apply to all three categoriesofWMD. The text makes it clear
where "nuclear" or "WMD" proliferation is intended.
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The United Stateshas recognized that punishment, deterrenceand defense after proliferation
has already occurred are insufficient and increasingly unsafe, and we have accordingly
threatenedand used military force preemptively to foreclose WMD programs before they can
be fully realized, as in North Korea in 1994and Iraq in 2003.
As a result of U.S.-led efforts, only a handful of the world's 200..odd nations pose a threat
of nuclear proliferation today.
Most countries perceive no need to proliferate. We need to preservethe peaceful and lawful
international order that will keep them thinking that way and ensure that we get their help to
confront the small number of countries that do becomeproliferators.
Some "rogues" appear determined to proliferate. While few in number, these determined
proliferators are the most difficult cases,as many of the tools that work with others do not
work with them.
A large number of "in-between" casesinvolve countries that have flirted with proliferation in
the past or that might proliferate if conditions are not maintained that both assurethem their
security and threatenthem with u.s. and international repercussionsif they proliferate.
An effective U.S. counterproliferation policy must cover all three categories.

NEW TIMES DEMAND NEW TOOLS
While the U.S. should be proud of the record of its comprehensive approach to
proliferation, and should retain and strengthen the tools that comprise that approach, the
new urgency of stopping WMD proliferation requires new tools as well. Why the new

urgency?
In the Dost-cold war world. some nations nerceive a new incentive to Droliferate: The
unmatched Dower of America's milim has led some potential opponents to believe that
WMD are their only hope of deterring the United Statesfrom defending its interests.
Terrorist groups like Al Oaedaare actively 12UfsuingWMD. If these fanatics acquire such
weapons, they will use them -and the resulting destructionwill be orders of magnitude more
severethan what we experienced on 9/11. Yet traditional forms of deterrence do not work
against extremist non-stateactors who are willing -even eager--to die for their cause.
State and non-state Rroliferation are linked. In the past we worried about the risk of WMD
use by the governments that made them. Today we also must consider that every nuclear
weapon a government makes might somedaybe sold to, or otherwise fall into the hands of,
terrorists. No proliferation is "safe" in the 21 st century.

Strongertools are neededto deal with determinedQroliferatorswho cannotbe stoppedby
diplomacy,denial of technology,or threatof isolation,asthe casesof India and Pakistanin
the 1970s and 1980s, and Iran and North Korea today, illustrate. The tools of a
12
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comprehensivecounterproliferationpolicy must thereforebe accompaniedby the credible
threatof force.
THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION

SCORECARD: UNIFORMLY

POOR

President Bush has correctly emphasized that "keeping the worst weapons out of the hands
of the worst people" is the highest security priority of the United States as it enters the 21st
century. But deeds have not followed words. Twenty-two months after 9/11, America's
efforts to counter WMD in the hands of rogues or terrorists have focused almost
exclusively on one proliferator -Iraq, and one tool -preemption. Otherwise the scorecard
has been uniformly poor, and the administration's efforts either inadequate or
counterproductive. As a result, the United States is not better prepared to stop the worst
people from getting the worst weapons than it was before 9/11. Indeed, in the case of North
Korea, U.S. nonproliferation policy risks suffering a dangerous setback.

weaDonsand Droceedto a lar2er nuclear arsenal. 20 unche£kedas the administration fails to
develop and implement a coherentstrategy.

II

The administration's romotion of reem tion of WMD attackin a roliferator's wea ons
of mass destruction with a U.S.attack usin conventional wea ODs as a "doctrine" in its
National SecuritYStrategymiQhtwell backfire. fostering rather than countering proliferation.
0 Over-emphasizing preemption devalues the other tools in the comprehensive
approach to countering proliferation that have proved successful in other
situations.
0 In the first application of its supposed"doctrine" -the successfulwar in Iraq -the
administration left the world confused about whether the "doctrine" is supposed
to trigger preemptive strikes when the objective is elimination of WMD or,
alternatively, changeof a regime to which the United Statesis opposed.
0 While brandishing preemption might be theorized to have the effect of
intimidating Iran and North Korea into forbearance in their nuclear weapons
programs, in practice it might have the opposite effect: they might instead
conclude first that they had better hastentheir programs to get nuclear weapons to
fend off an imminent American attack, and second that the United States is not
serious about trying a diplomatic approachfIrst.
0 After we adopt such a "doctrine," other nations might exploit it for their own
purposes, suchas legitimizing attacks on their neighbors.
Nunn-Lugar "loose nukes" efforts stagnate. After an extensive "review" that dragged on
long after 9/11, the Bush administration finally decided to support the decade-old NunnLugar (Cooperative Threat Reduction) programs but did little to expand the scale, scope,and
pace of these key programs so that they can work to eliminate nuclear, biological, and
chemical weaponsthreats worldwide.
0 The last Clinton administration budget for DOD's Cooperative Threat Reduction
(Nunn-Lugar) program (Fiscal Year 2001) was $443 million, but the Bush
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administration's request for Fiscal Year 2004 -after the events of September11,
2001 and after the war over Iraq's WMD -is only $451 million.
The Departmentof Energy's nonproliferation programs have increased from $864
million to $1304 million from 2001 to 2004, but almost all of that increaseis for
programs to strengthen security of, or dispose of, American fissile material, not
foreign fissile material.
The Bush administration's proposal to the G-8 group of industrial nations in
Kananaskis, Canadato form a "'Global Partnership" against WMD terrorism (the
so-called "'10 + 10 over 10" initiative) pledged no increase in U.S. spending on
control of WMD compared to what we were planning to spend before the
September11 terrorism attacks.
The stagnation of the WMD threat reduction programs under the Bush
administration stands in stark contrast to the recommendations of the bipartisan
Baker-Cutler Commission, which recommended a tripling of DOE threat
reduction spending.
Similarly, the Bush administration's modest funding of these programs contrasts
sharply with the administration's $4 billion surge in annual missile defense
funding between2001 and 2004.

DOD counteroroliferation DrOQratnS
remain in disarray. Despite a large increase in the
defense budget, DOD counterproliferation programs -for
protective suits, vaccines,
detectors, and other protections for troops and civilians -remain underfunded and poorly

organized.
Homeland security DrOQraInS
QiveinadeQuateattention to the oriority threat of WMD. While
large sums are committed to preventing other types of terrorism, the White House Office of
Homeland Security has established few new innovative programs specifically directed
against WMD terrorism (in the new Department of Homeland Security or in other involved
agencies), despite President Bush's correct assertions that WMD terrorism is the most
dangerousthreat we face.

ft
mili~
Rower is growing, whereas in fact it is decreasingas u.s. conventional superiority
continues to grow.
0 By suggestingthat such stepsas enhancingreadinessto conduct nuclear tests and
exploring "bunker-busting" and other new applications of nuclear weapons are the
first stepstowards a renewal of nuclear dependencein the U.S., the administration
has created the perception of a lowered nuclear threshold at the very moment in
history when doing so is leastwarranted and most detrimental to our security.
A COMPREHENSIVE OVERHAUL:

NINE RECOMMENDATIONS

It is well past time for President Bush to drop the single-minded preemption approach and
instead undertake an urgent, comprehensive overhaul and strengthening of all facets of
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national policy to counter WMD proliferation and terrorism.
begun immediately after 9/11. We should:

This overhaul should have

1.
other threat reduction oro!!rams in DOD. DOE. and Stat~. It makes no sensethat these
programs are nearly the samesize they were before 9/11. The goal should be to securethe
meansof WMD terrorism worldwide within this decade.
Accelerate existing Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction programs, which have
already proven greatly successfulat eliminating WMD threats to the United States.
Extend the scope of Nunn-Lugar CTR planning and programs, on an urgent basis, to
additional projects specifically associatedwith prevention of WMD terrorism.
Adopt and meet the specific goals and timetables for securing former Soviet Union nuclear
weapons and fissile materials describedin the Baker-Cutler report.
Extend the authority and funding of Nunn-Lugar CTR programs to peffilit threat reduction
programs in statesbeyond the foffiler Soviet Union. The current limitations on the program
are a remnant of the Cold War.
Further expand the scope of the Nunn-Lugar CTR programs to give more attention to
chemical and biological weapons.
Build on the 0-8 Global PartnershipInitiative, adopted by the G-8 nations at the Kananaskis,
Canada summit of June, 2002 to pool the resourcesof the G-8 to counter the threat of "loose
nukes" and other WMD, by increasing the U.S. contribution and extending the partnership's
membership beyond the G-8.

11

Using either the G-8 Global Partnershipor flexible partnershipsof the willing, design
internationalNunn-LugarCTR-like programsto securestocksof researchreactorenriched
uraniwn, plutoniwn produced in power reactors,and other potential sourcesof WMD
terrorismworldwide.
Adapt the Nunn-Lugar CTR method to the elimination of WMD in post-conflict Iraq,
including international cooperationif possible.

Adapt the Nunn-LugarCTR methodto reducethe risk that Pakistan'snuclearweaponswill
one dayfall into thehandsof extremistsor terrorists.
Devise a plan to adapt the Nunn-Lugar CTR method to eliminating North Korea's nuclear
and missile programs if diplomacy succeedsin an agreementrequiring their eradication.
2. Allocate more resources to DOD's counternroliferation nrO1!rams in the defense bud1!et.

Counterproliferation should be an essentialelement of the "transformation" of the U.S.
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military to meet the threats of the 21st century.
protectivemasksandsuits,anddetectors.

Theseprogramsinclude new vaccines,

3. Within the De artment of Homeland Securi and Office of Homeland Securi create a
dedicated effort to counter WMD. includin!! fundin!! for both R&D and deolovment.
4. Stren
from too ew tec

roliferation and terrorism which today suffers
lC y trame ana ysts an too little technical and human collection.

5. Preemption: Retain the ootion but renouncethe "doctrine." TheUnited Statesobviously
has, and should have, the option of preemptionagainstWMD proliferators,an option it has
successfullyexercisedin Iraq. But preemptionis an exception,not a doctrine.
The U.S. should regard preemption as but one arrow among many in its quiver of counters to
WMD, one viewed and used as a last resort. We cannot afford to attach low value to, or even
suggestwe have given up on, dissuasion, diplomacy, extended deterrence, alliance nuclear
umbrellas, nonproliferation regimes, export controls, and other instruri1entsthat have proven
powerful countersto WMD proliferation for decades.
1.1

6.
and CWC. Some in the administration have suggestedthat these agreementshave no value
becausethey can be all-too-easily ignored or cheated on by countries determined to proliferate,
whereas they are not needed for countries that are not determined to proliferate. This all-ornothing argument missesthe point and risks sacrificing the benefits of these agreements.
These agreements establish a global nonn against WMD; through the trimsparency and
inspections they require, they establish a level of risk of detection and consequentglobal
condemnationassociatedwith becoming a proliferator.

II

The norm created by these agreementsis by no means a total answer to proliferation, any
more than the "doctrine" of preemption is a total answer. But the agreementshelp the U.S.
stop proliferation in two ways.
0 First, when the United Statesacts to opposethe determined proliferators, we do so
with the backing, and more importantly the assistance,of the many nations who
are committed through this norm to resist proliferation.
0 Second,there is an in-between category of countries -examples in recent history
are South Korea, Taiwan, Argentina, Brazil, South Africa, and Ukraine -that
have contemplated becoming nuclear states but have not become determined
proliferators, and the global nonproliferation norm has been an important
contributing factor in their decisions.
Moreover, the risks of detectionand condemnationcould be made greaterif the provisions of
these agreementscovering verification and sanctions for violations were strengthened. The
U.S. should be trying to strengthenand not weaken these agreements. It is contrary to the
security interests of the United Statesto suggestthat we would be better off if these regimes
did not exist.
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7. Take ur
North Korea.

s to head off a catastro hic burst of

roliferation and loose nukes in

Allowing North Koreato proceedto serial productionof nuclearweaponswould be a major
disasterfor U.S.nationalsecurity.
The U.S. shouldattempta diplomaticresolutionof the North Koreannuclearcrisis, with the
objective of the completeand verifiable eliminationof North Korea'snuclearweaponsand
long-rangeballistic missileprograms.
We cannot be sure that diplomacy will be successful,but we cannotmove on to other options
until. diplomacy has beentried and has failed.

II

To have the greatest chance of success, the U.S. diplomatic approach must have three
components:
0 Willingness to accept a diplomatic outcome. This means that if the result of
diplomacy is an agreementthat achieves U.S. objectives without compromising
U.S. security objectives, the United States must be willing to enter into that
agreement.
0 Red line. Diplomacy must be backed up by a credible threat of coercive action,
including military force, if North Korea proceedsto serial production of nuclear
weapons.
0 Forestalling WMD over regime change. The United Statesmust put achieving its
critical objective of stopping and eliminating North Korea's nuclear and missile
programs over inducing collapse of North Korea's government.
If a diplomatic solution is not possible, the United Statesshould be prepared to use coercive
action, including military force, to precl1;1de
serial production of nuclear weapons by North
Korea. Such a military action should have the clear objective of retarding the advance of
North Korea's nuclear program, and this limited aim should be clearly communicated to the
North Korean government.

8.
towards reform in Iran.
The U.S. facestwo immediate security imperatives with respectto Iran.
0 To prevent Iran from going nuclear.
0 To support Iran's younger generation in casting off the yoke of the mullahs in
favor of a normal relationship with the wider world.
These objectives can be pursuedsimultaneously:
0 The United States should publicly offer Iran a full economic and political
relationship if it renounces nuclear weapons and support for international
terrorism.
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0 Conversely, we should make it clear that pursuit of nuclear weapons by Iran will
preclude nonnal relations and will put Iran on a collision course with the United

States.

9.
f1

undercut. our effort to counter Droliferation. With an unmatched conventional military, the
United States has fewer military roles for nuclear weapons than at any time in the Atomic Age.
There is therefore little advantageto emphasizing nuclear weapons, and a great disadvantage in
suggestingto others that the U.S. is increasingreliance on nuclear weapons. We should:
Continue to reduce reliance on nuclear weapons.
0 There are few, if any, operational requirements that cannot be met with nonnuclear forces. Advances in conventional precision strike, electronic warfare, and
SOF have substantially delimited the missions for which nuclear weapons are
neededand appropriate.

f.f

II

Preserve a long-term nuclear deterrent. Nevertheless,nuclear weapons continue to serve a
vital function of background deterrenceagainstnuclear attack, and may be of some value in
deterring biological and chemical weaponsattacks.
0 A U.S. nuclear arsenal,greatly reduced through existing arms control agreements,
will remain an essential ingredient of American security until we have been much
more successfulin ridding the world of WMD.
0 As long as countries hostile to the U.S. have or seekWMD, the United Stateswill
need credible nuclear forces to deter attacks against our homeland, our allies, and
our interestsabroad.

11

Ensure stockpile safety and reliability. A reasonablyfunded and technically sound stockpile
stewardshipprogram is therefore a long-term necessity,and the current levels of investment
(about $6.4 billion this year) are appropriate.
0 We should make every effort to ensure that we can maintain the safety and
reliability of our nuclear arsenalwithout a return to nuclear testing.
Make no further changesin deployednuclear forces -either dramatic reductions in numbers
and types beyond those foreseenby existing arms control agreements,or the addition of new
types of weapons or new doctrines.
0 Strategic forces, after planned reductions, will be fully adequate for deterrence.
These weapons will not need replacement for many years, and R&D on their
replacementsshould not receive high priority relative to other pressing defense
"transformation" R&D needs.
0 The small arsenal of tactical nuclear weapons is non-provocative and provides
reassuranceto allies.
0 The strategic weaponsstockpile representsa prudent hedge againstproblems with
the reliability of the existing stockpile and should be retained, though its size
could be reduced.
0 The United States has no compelling requirement for new types of nuclear
weapons,and new programs of thesetypes should not be pursued.
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Requirements for destroying hard and deeply buried targets (HDBTs) like
command and control bunkers and WMD facilities can be met with non-nuclear
capabilities (e.g. conventional munitions, electronic warfare, SOF) or the
adaptationof existing nuclear weaponsto that purpose.
Renewed underground testing is unnecessaryand unwise. It would only be
required for new designs -which are not needed --or in the event of a serious
suspectedfailure of reliability in the existing stockpile -which has not occurred
and is not foreseen,though it cannot be ruled out.
There is, therefore, no need to resume underground testing or to pursue
preparation for resumedunderground testing. The United Statesshould maintain
its current moratorium on nuclear testing and eventually seek ratification of the
ComprehensiveTest Ban Treaty as a long-term goal.
Some operational "dealerting" steps could be taken through agreements with
Russia and possibly China to further reduce the risk of accidental or inadvertent
missile launches.
The United States should accelerate the deactivation and dismantlement of
weapons slated for retirement, and encourageRussiato do the same.

Reject new departuresfor nuclear weapons design and testing.
0 U.S. conduct with respectto its own nuclear arsenalhas little effect on determined
proliferators or on statesthat have no intention to develop nuclear weapons, but it
could well have an adverse impact on the important category of "in-between"
stateswhere the political debate over nuclear weaponsis active.
0 Although the Bush administration's Nuclear Posture Review states that nuclear
weapons will playa reduced role in the overall U.S. security policy, it also
suggests that the United States may need to develop new low-yield, earthpenetrating nuclear weapons to destroy hard and deeply buried targets (HDBTs)
and defeat WMD agents. Neither the requirement for, nor the effectiveness of,
such weaponswarrants sucha departure.
0 Although the administration says that it is not planning to resume nuclear testing,
it is taking stepsto improve U.S. readinessto resume nuclear testing by reducing
the time to test from the current 36 months to 18 months.
0 Although the administration says it has not made a decision to develop new
nuclear weapons, it has sought funding for "advanced concepts" work on new
nuclear weapons and the repeal of existing legislation prohibiting research and
developmentof new, low-yield nuclear weapons.
0 These mixed messagesare troubling, as they give others -both friends and
potential foes -the impression that the United Statesenvisions greaterreliance on
and wider uses for nuclear weaponsin the future.
e

Preservenuclear deterrentdeclaratorypolicy0 The United States should maintain a declaratory policy of purposeful ambiguity
and should not foreswear nuclear retaliation against enemies who use biological
or chemical weapons againstu.S. territory, forces, or allies. Such a threat might
contribute to deterring suchuse.
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At the sametime, the emphasisin U.S. planning and resource allocation should be
on non-nuclear responsesto such threats. We should make clear that these are
America's preferred responses,and that they are very effective and can be further
enhanced. Non-nuclear responsesinclude:
.use
of our conventional military power in ways that would be
overwhelming and devastatingto any party using BW or CW against us;
.passive defenseslike vaccines, protective suits and masks, and advanced
detectors (such defensesare required for protection against terrorists, who
might use BW and CW and for which retaliation might be impractical due
to the absenceof a "return address");and
.active defenseslike theaterand national missile defenses.
U.S. policy should emphasizethat nuclear weapons are not just another arrow in
our quiver. They are fundamentally different in nature, and U.S. policymakers
should take care not to blur this distinction or lose sight of this reality.
The concept of integrating offensive nuclear forces, offensive long-range
conventional forces, and missile defensesin a "New Triad" is not helpful in this
regard as it risks suggestingto Americans and the world that the United States
does not understand the profound difference between nuclear and conventional
weapons. An American president should not view nuclear weapons in the same
categoryas non-nuclearmissile defensesand precision conventional weapons.

Overallguidelinesfor theus. nuclearposture:
0 As a generalrule, seekto maximize the non-nuclear capabilities available to the
President, including in mission areas traditionally thought of as nuclear. We
should seek to avoid a situation in which the President's only option is to cross
the nuclear threshold.
0 Seek to make the set of missions for which only nuclear capabilities will suffice
smaller and smaller.
0 At same time, ensure that U.S. nuclear options remain credible by maintaining
adequate funding for stockpile stewardship, warhead refurbishment,
modernization, and the supporting nuclear infrastructure.
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Winning the War on Terrorism
and StrengtheningHomeland Security
July 2003
THREE COORDINATED COUNTERTERRORCAMPAIGNS
To succeed in the war on terrorism we must simultaneously wage three closely coordinated

campaigns:
Aggressively take the fight to the terrorists and to those nations that support them,
particularly those that could be likely suppliers of WMD;
Defend our homeland and our people; and
Exercise America's leadership to create a less bitter and divided world -a world where
extremists are isolated, not us.
So far our record has been mixed. While we have had someimpressive successesin taking the
fight to the terrorists, our efforts to secure the homeland have been slow, underfunded, and
woefully short of the mark. Our relations with most nations whose help we need have been
inadequate and in many cases downright counterproductive; the Administration's unnecessary
unilateralism hobbles effective cooperation.
This is no time for complacency on any front.

TAKING THE FIGHT TO THE TERRORISTS
We must be aggressive in taking the fight to the terrorists, acting forcefully where
necessary to prevent further attacks upon the United States, our friends or allies. The fight
against terrorists must be proactive, fought, to the extent possible, on their ground -not ours.
Defense is essential, but defensealone will not guaranteesafety.
Afghanistan: Since 9/11, the Taliban has been defeated,al-Qaeda in Afghanistan has been
dislocated, and a number of important al-Qaeda leaders have been apprehended. Despite
these successes,there are signs that the Taliban is re-emerging in some parts of Afghanistan,
that al-Qaeda is reconstituting itself and has safe havens not only in Pakistan, but in
Afghanistan and elsewhere, and that a number of key al-Qaeda leaders remain at large.
Therefore, we and our coalition partners must do all in our power to root out al-Qaeda from
their safe havens and give all neededassistanceto the new Afghan government to prevent the
re-radicalization of Afghanistan. If we fail in this effort, we will very likely witness the
return of conditions that made Afghanistan the welcome base of operations for al-Qaeda
under the Taliban.

~
Conditions in Iraq, up to now, are considerablyworse than the administrationhas
hoped for. Our inability to fmd Saddan1Husseinor to confirm his death significantly
complicatesthe securityenvironmentthroughoutIraq. In addition, our inability to find the
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WMD continues to undennine U.S. credibility and leadership at a time when the world's
support is essentialif we are to win the global war on terrorism.
State SDQnsors:Countries that support terror groups or provide them sanctuary must be held
accountable. Such support warrants retaliation. We must marshal international pressure on
state sponsorsto abandontheir support for terror groups or face countermeasures.
A continuing, aggressive effort to root out and disrupt terrorist organizations will require
more effective application of every component of our nation's power (diplomatic,
intelligence, military, law enforcement, economic, and financial) in a collaborative effort
with our coalition partners.

11
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terrorists are fundamental tools in this war. The United States needs to be prepared to
provide financial and technical support to poorer nations that are willing to help us in the
fight againstterrorism.
Both DOD's s cial 0 rations forces SOF and the CIA's covert 0 erations ou have ke
roles to ~lav. They have complementarycharacteristics,but both require change.
0 In the past, SOF has been seen largely as an adjunct to traditional large-scale
military operations or as a tool for small-scale operations in exceptional
circumstances. To supportthe fight on terrorism they will be required to operate
on their own, on a continuing basis, in small groups and even as individual
soldiers. These "SOF-centered" operations are new to DOD, but central to
success in the war on terrorism. They need to be strengthened and fully
supported, but caution must be exercised that expandedstand-alone SOF not be a
pretext for avoiding the accountability proceduresfor covert operations.
0 CIA is ideally suited where deniability is of the essence. CIA's covert operations
group is being askedto operate on a larger scalethan heretofore, and with the aim
not merely of collecting intelligence on terrorists but of disrupting or killing them.
This dangerous, high-stakes work requires upgraded systematic and deliberate
planning, exercise, simulation, and rehearsal of the kind that characterizes
military planning -without
losing the flexibility and innovation that have
characterized CIA operations. At the same time, appropriate safeguardsmust be
put in place to preventrecurrenceof unfortunate misusesof the past.
We also need to invest in better offensive counterterrorism
intelligence and technology.

capabilities, notably in

Actionable Intelligence: In the past, much of our intelligence on terrorist groups was
directed toward understanding their motives, their personnel, and their plans for terror. That
strategy must continue, but there is a new and urgent need as well: To support not just
understanding of terrorists, but also attacks upon them when actionable intelligence is
available.
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Adeauate Resources: We will need to know with great precision where terrorists are in time
and place, how they are armed, what their escaperoutes are, and anything else that will make
their capture more certain. That is a significant tasking burden on the intelligence
community. It requires adequateresources, and the intelligence community will have to
adaptaccordingly.
Robust R & D: The United States fields the most capable military in part because it is
supported by the best technology. DOD has a vast and deep R&D effort to support the
military with stealth, precision weapons, spacecapabilities, and other technologies that give
this nation the edge in warfare. We now need to use technology to give us the edge in the
war on terrorism. That task will require a dedicated and focused R&D effort within DOD,
CIA, and DHS.

DEFENDING THE HOMELAND
The Bush administration has increased spending for homeland security, established a new
Department of Homeland Security, and published a Homeland Security Strategy -yet
these efforts have failed to meaningfully enhance our security at home!

The problems start at the top:
The administration
achieving them.

lacks an ordered set of homeland security goals and the strategy for

The creation of the new Department of Homeland Security has refocused much of the
government's energies on fighting bureaucratic turf battles rather than changing the ways
government operatesto reducethe risks and consequencesof terrorist attacks.
The White House has not createdan Office of Homeland Security strong enough to create a
coherent interagency strategy, allocate roles and missions, develop (with OMB) an
interagencyspendingplan, and ensureunity of effort.
Consequently, the administration has failed to adequately invest in a number of critical
homeland security areasthat deservepriority attention.
The Bush administration
needs to take a more systematic
homeland security needs, including:

approach

to defining

our

A comprehensiveassessment
of threatsandvulnerabilities
A fundamentally new concept for organizing our resources-federal, state and local -to deal
with threats and vulnerabilities

A prioritizationof shortcomings
to be addressed
2The exception to this rule is aviation security.
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A clear strategy and multi-year implementation plan.
Clarify agency roles and
responsibilities and provide a framework for working with Congress to wisely allocate

resources.
Annual interagencyreviews of homeland security progressto ensure that taxpayer dollars are
being spent on the highest priority areas.
President Bush has identified preventing the acquisition and use of WMD by terrorists as
one of our nation's highest national security priorities. In practice, his administration has
done little to combat this threat.
There is no integrated plan or strategy for countering this threat.
Funds for securing vulnerable WMD stocks in plac(~slike the former Soviet Union have not
been adequatelyincreased. Little has beendone since 9/11 to expand the scale, scope or pace
of theseprograms.
Spending on WMD detection, risk reduction, and consequencemanagement in the United
Statesremains inadequate.
No organization or program of the new Department of Homeland Security is focused on this
mission -nor is there a dedicated R&D program to develop effective countermeasuresto
WMD or adaptexisting countermeasuresto civilian use.
The administration and the Congress should increase investment in priority areas across
the spectrum of prevention, risk reduction and consequencemanagement.

Prevention:
0 EnhanceU.S. counterterrorismcollaboration with foreign intelligence services.
0 Increase investment to address known deficiencies in U.S. intelligence
capabilities (HUMINT, covert operations, linguists, area specialists, and
technology).
0 Strengthenthe new Department of Homeland Security's intelligence function to
.include vulnerability assessmentsand "red teaming" to develop new principles of
operation.
0 Accelerate the integration of foreign and domestic intelligence tasking, collection
and analysis; integrate usersinto both priority setting and analysis.

RiskReduction:
0 Based on threat/vulnerability assessmentsin critical areas of activity, develop a
more systemic approachto reducing risks. For example, develop new approaches

to:
store dangerouschemicalsso as to reducetheir vulnerability to terrorist
attack;
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increasecontainersecurityfrom point of origin throughpoint of delivery;
and
increasethe security of nuclear, chemical,biological, and radiological
materialsin the U.S. andworldwide.
Conseauence
Man~ement:
0 Ensure that our front line forces -first responders-are guaranteedthe resources
they need.
0 Increasefederal funding for state and local emergencyrespondersto take on new
missions, acquire new capabilities, and adopt bestpractices.
0 Secure adequate funding to support the new requirements that state and local
responderswill assume.
0 Enhance communication systemsat and betweenall levels of government as well
as critical private sectoractors.
0 Clarify appropriateroles for the federal government,e.g.:
.Provide
responsemodels and training in best practices to state and local
first responders so that each locality does not waste resources in
duplicated effort.
.Host
simulations involving federal, state, and local officials to identify
strengthsand weaknessesin current capabilities and practices.
.Provide
specialized, high-end capabilities -e.g., WMD detection and
responsetechnologies --to high-risk localities.
0 Make homeland security the primary mission of the Amly National Guard and
reorganize,train, and equip units as necessary.
.Emphasize their role in respondingto WMD attacks.
.Increase ARNG cooperation with civilian first respondersto clarify roles
and responsibilities as well as command and control relationships in
advanceof crises.
0 Launch a public-private initiative to reduce the risks posed by bioterrorism and to
revitalize our public health system. Mobilize to develop a national arsenal of
vaccines, antibiotics, and other means of disease control for every biological
pathogenthat could be used in a terrorist attack.
Finally, the administration must do more to foster innovation in the homeland security
domain. Success or failure may be decided by our ability to innovate -to develop new
technologies and ways of doing business that fundamentally reduce the risks of future
terrorist attacks and improve our ability to respond to such attacks. Specifically, the
administration should:
Provide the private sector with clear standards that must be met by various industries or
sectors as well as tanlrible incentives to invest in new homel@.d securitY technologies.
services. and conceDtsof oQeration. As the engine of innovation -and as the owners and/or
operators of much of the nation's critical infrastructure -the private sector is a critical
partner in developing new homeland security capabilities.
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Em ower the new De artment of Homeland Securi with a si ificant science and
technolor!V bud1!etand a DARPA-like agencyto acceleratethe developmentand prototyping
of new, high-risk/high-payoff conceptsand technologies.
Establish an entity akin to "In-O- Tel" to raise awarenessof and help fund promising private
sectortechnologies that could meet priority homeland securityneeds.
Conduct reQ:UlarinteraQ:encv
simulations to develop and test new conceptsof operation.
LEADING IN CREATING A LESS BITTER, DIVIDED WORLD
Even as we aggressively pursue terrorists at home and abroad and intensify efforts to
protect our homeland, we also must recognize that part of the war on terror is a campaign
of ideas: ideas about what kind of world we want to live in and help create. Democrats
believe that protecting U.S. interests in the long run involves not only countering today's
threats but preventing tomorrow's from taking root. Terrorism can never and must never
be justified, regardless of grievance. But we can, over time, dry up troubled waters and
reduce the hostility toward us that terrorists exploit.
That is why the indispensable third leg of the war against terrorism is rigorous and
principled global leadership and engagement.

We must isolate the extremists,not ourselves.
First. we must stay the course in Iroo. helping the Iraqi people and the international
communitycooperateto createa successful,open, pluralistic society. If we fail in Iraq,
radicalismand resentment
will fuel anti-Americanism
andextremism.

Palestinian ~eo~le. America must lead the effort to ensure that a strategy of terror does not
succeed and that a peaceful settlement is reached. Otherwise, the greater Middle East will
remain mired in bitter and crippling conflict.
More broadly.!b~ United States must encoura£!ethe processof creatin£!opportunity societies
in the rz.reater
Middle East supporting Arab countries in efforts to modernize and reform, and
alleviating thereby choking the disaffection and anger that often are directed at us. This
should include trade incentives for reform and supporting countries to become eligible for
WTO entry.

UPthe coalition againstterrorism. We cannot defeatthe terrorist enemyalone. This includes
pressing Islamic countries for greater efforts to fight terrorism within their societies, and to
cut off financial support for terror-related organizations and extremist educationlike many of
the madrassa schools.
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for the world. In many respects,that future horizon is receding: the global gap is growing
between those who will benefit from the global economy and those who won't, alliance
relationships are eroding; pandemic diseases like AIDS and potentially catastrophic
environmental trends like climate change and drought are increasing the risk of chaos and
failed states; and regional disputescontinue to roil in the Middle East and elsewhere that can
foster another generationof angerand distrust.
America's effort to address these and other global challenges -to advance shared wellbeing -isn't
simply altruism. In today's world, where terrorists gain strength from
disorder, it is a vital investment in our security. If we use our power only for selfprotection, it fuels the fires of resentment. But if we use our power, with others, to tackle
common challenges, we earn the influence, the respect and the moral authority that power
alone can never gain.
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Post-ConflictReconstructionin Iraq
July 2003
OPPORTUNITY AND RISK IN IRAQ
With the success of the war in Iraq and the collapse of the Hussein regime, the United
States stands at the crossroads of opportunity and risk.
The 0 ortuni is to hel Ir is build a eaceful decent re resentative and forwardlookin ovemrnent and socie that will encoura e the rocessof modernization and reform
throughout the region. The world, the region, the United States,and the Iraqi people are more
secure now that the menaceof SaddamHussein's regime has been removed. If we proceed
wisely, we can help Iraqis achieve freedom, build a more democratic Middle East, secure
Arab-Israeli peace,and reversethe regional forces of extremism and terrorism.

to descendinto chaos and instabili .or overreachand be hea -handed in Ir or the re ion
creatin a backlasha ainst the United Statesand advancin the forces of Islamic radicalism.
CORE PRINCIPLES FOR SUCCESS

The United Statesmust staythe coursein post-HusseinIraq. We cannot "cut and run."
In the immediate tenn. we must establish securitY-the sine qua non for progress in all other
areas.
But we also must work with Iraqis and the international community to ensure that the
costs and. risks of reconstruction are shared widely and that the United States is not
transformed in the eyes of Iraqis from liberator to occupier.
In supporting reconstruction in a way that seizes opportunities and minimizes risks, the
United States should adhere to the following core principles:

to achieve our coreobiectives:
0 Account for Iraq's weapons of mass destruction capabilities and establish a viable
international verification regime;
0 PreserveIraq's territorial integrity;
0 Help establishan Iraqi regime that does not threatenthe peaceand stability of the
region; and
0 Help Iraqis to build a new, more representative government on the path to
democracythat is responsiveto their needs,legitimate in their eyes,and respectful
of minority rights.
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artificial or predeterminedtimelines. We have demonstratedour firepower on the battlefield;
now we must demonstrateour staying power to win the peace.
0 Pressuresundoubtedlywill build for us to exit early:
.Arab leaderswill want U.s. forces to leave Iraq as soon as possible;
.Operational pressuresto redeploy the U.s. military to other missions will
build over time;
.Mounting
costs of the operation (both human and financial) may decrease
domestic political support; and
.The
administration's long-standing aversion to nation-building may
reassert itself over time, increasing the temptation to declare victory
before victory is actually achieved.
0 But the downsides of pulling out of Iraq before achieving our post-conflict
objectives would be evengreater:
.Incalculable
damage to U.s. credibility and future U.s. initiatives in the
region and globally;
.Increased likelihood of Islamic radicalism becoming a powerful force in
Iraqi society;
.Increased probability of long-term instability in Iraq and potentially the
broaderregion.
The administration must be honest with the American Qeoole about the costs and risks
involved --tens of thousands of military and civilian personnel, between $178 billion and
$245 billion over the next five years,and yearsof effort.
0 Iraqi oil revenues(currently about $10 billion annually) can help to pay for some
aspectsof reconstruction (e.g. repair of Iraq's oil infrastructure), but will fall far
short of what will be needed.
0 Becausepockets of armed resistanceand civil disorder will likely persist for some
time in post-conflict Iraq, a substantial presence of coalition military personnel
will be required to provide security for the reconstruction effort for the first
several years --until reformed Iraqi security institutions can take on this task. A
U.S.-led coalition of NATO, Muslim and other forces is the best choice for this

role.
0 The risks are substantial. Our long-term presencein the region -particularly if it
is seenas overly Americanized vice international -may:
.Increase anti-American sentimentin the region;
.Fuel terrorist attacks againstU.S. personnel in Iraq and elsewhere;
.Result
in further American and Iraqi civilian casualties, which could
weaken support for the reconstruction effort at home and abroad.
0 The American people needto commit to reconstruction with their eyeswide open.
The Presidentshould provide a clearer explanation of the U.S. reconstruction plan
and a candid assessmentof the operation's potential benefits, costs, risks and
duration.
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the greatest extent Dossible. To minimize risks, we must build a much broader international
coalition to win the peacethan we did to fight the war.
0 The United States currently bears full responsibility for Iraq's post-conflict
reconstruction. But an approachto rebuilding Iraq that relies almost exclusively
on American force and resources is a prescription for failure, anti-American
backlash, and a disproportionateU.S. toll in blood and treasure.
0 Greater international participation will require the United States to cede a
modicum of control. This is a small price to pay for greatercost-sharing, burdensharing, and an opportunity to repair important relationships that were strained in
the run-up to the war.
0 The Bush administration is currently taking an approachto the peace that does not
bring along as large a coalition as is attainable. The administration should make a
concerted effort to reach out to engagethose who did not support or participate in
the war to be part of a broader international coalition for winning the peace.
Specifically, the United StatesshoUld:
.Seek
a UN Security Council resolution endorsing the post-conflict
reconstructioneffort. This will be difficult but may ultimately be essential
to building the broad coalition necessaryfor successand to provide greater
legitimacy to the creation of a transitional Iraqi government.
.Engage
Arab and Islamic countries in particular in the reconstruction
effort, both to ensure that its resUltsare sustainable in the Middle Eastern
context and to counter perceptionsof American occupation.
.Work
with other nations, the World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund, and the UN to convenea donors' conference.
U.S. strate for ost-conflict reconstruction must ut the future of Ira s uarel in the hands
of the Iraqi ReoRle. Any government, even an interim authority, that is seenby the Iraqis as
handpicked by the United Stateswill not have genuine legitimacy and authority within Iraq,
regionally or internationally.
0 Such governmentauthority, even on an interim basis, must be constituted by the
Iraqis themselves,in a process that has legitimacy within Iraq and internationally.
Although the United States will necessarilybe heavily involved in the political
administration process at the outset, we should actively seekto gain international
support and preferably UN endorsementfor the effort to ensure its legitimacy and
its long-term sustainability.
0 Unless the Iraqi people and the broader Islamic world see visible evidence of
Iraqis being given leadership roles in the reconstruction effort, the legitimacy of
any U.S.-led effort, well intentioned as it is, will be undermined. The formation
of the Iraqi Governing Council is a step in the right direction.
0 We must focus early on rebuilding indigenous Iraqi capacity to undertake key
functions --from providing for public security to creating a fair and humane
judicial system-and solutions that are sustainablein the Iraqi context.
0 We also should transition key functions back to Iraqi institutions as soon as can be
done effectively. This will create a record of early successesand visibly counter
chargesof U.S. imperialism.
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.The
speed with which this can occur is hindered by the poor planning for
post-conflict reconstructionthat was done before the war began.
.Now,
the absenceof a robust, authoritative interagencyplanning effort is
undermining success and extending the timelines for several critical
reconstructiontasks.
The United States should explain post-conflict plans now to the Iraqi people,
Iraq's neighbors, and the international community to clarify U.S. intentions and
reduce resistanceto coalition forces.
The United Statesalso should make clear what we expect from Iraq's neighbors,
namely, non-interference from Iran and an end to Syria's support for destabilizing
forces in Iraq as well as its support for terrorist organizations. The United States
must also take stepsto addressIran's destabilizing efforts in Iraq.

I~i oil must be treatedas the heritaeeof the I~i DeoDle.Lone-termdecisionsaboutits
developmentand exDioitationmustbemadeby a leeitimateIr~i government.
0 Oil is the basis for the long-term recovery of the Iraqi economy and the economic
well being of the Iraqi people. The repair of the petroleum infrastructure, the
restarting of oil production, and expanded exploration and exploitation of Iraq's
vast petroleum reservesare all critical to the country's reemergencein the world
economy. Control of this critical resource must be put in the hands of a legitimate
Iraqi authority.
0 The Bush administration's proposal to take charge of Iraq's oil infrastructure and
revenues until a new Iraqi government is formed threatensto fuel anti-American
charges that the United States invaded Iraq for oil and undermine our ability to
achieve our real objectives in Iraq.
.We
recommendputting all revenues from Iraqi oil production into a trust
fund; the fund's outlays would be determined by a board of Iraqi,
American and international trustees, and be used exclusively for priority
reconstruction needs and rebuilding and modernizing Iraq's oil
infrastructure. Any revenues remaining in this fund could be transferred
to a new, legitimate Iraqi governmentonce it is formed.
0 Recruiting experts from other countries to help in the oversight of Iraq's oil sector
will demonstrateto Iraqis and the world that the United States is going the extra
mile to ensuretransparencyin this vital industry.
Contracting for reconstruction projects must be conducted in a transparent. ODen and
competitive mannerto avoid eventhe ap~earanceof favoritism.
0 The awarding of initial contracts in a less than transparent fashion has created
perceptions of an unfair process. The administration should take pains in letting
subsequentcontractsto ensurea more transparentand openprocess.
The United States also must develoQand pursue a more comprehensive strategy for peace
and stabilitY in the Middle East, including reenergizing the peace process, redoubling our
efforts to accelerate political and economic reform in the region, enhancing cooperative
efforts to combat terrorism and WMD proliferation, and defusing the strong currents of antiAmericanism in the region.
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We should actively encourage indigenous forces of change, refonn and
modernization in the region, and press our interest in fighting terrorism and
WMD. But we cannot be heavy-handedor unnecessarilyinterventionist without
compounding already strong anti-American sentimentin the region.

BEYOND IRAQ
As we undertake the rebuilding of Iraq, the United States now must broaden its focus to
include other pressing national security priorities.
For much of the year, the Bush
administration's focus on Iraq has beenall consuming. We need to give attention to other urgent
priorities as well, such as the war on terrorism, the North Korean nuclear crisis, homeland
security, and the Middle Eastpeaceprocess.
The United States also must take concrete steps to repair the damage done to its leadership
and alliance relations in the run up to the war. Much china has beenbroken. The tremendous
surplus of international good will that the United Statesenjoyed only a few years ago no longer
exists. The United Statesmust take pains to restore international confidence in its leadershipand
to heal and rebuild the partnerships that have beenand will continue to be so central to protecting
and advancing American security interests.
THE ROAD AHEAD
Ultimately, success in Iraq will require the United States to steer a steady course between
two potentially disastrous alternatives: declaring victory before it has been achieved and
defining victory in such a way that it cannot be achieved. We cannot afford to leave too
soon or to stay too long. We must be realistic in defining our post-conflict reconstruction
objectives and then we must stay the course to meet them.
But we cannot and should not undertake this effort alone. The United States must seek and
engage the broader international community in post-conflict reconstruction and put
ownership of the effort squarely in the hands of the Iraqi people.
Even if we manage to steer this middle course, helping Iraq to rebuild post-conflict will
require hundreds of billions of dollars over many years. The Bush administration must do
more to prepare the American people for and engage the international community in this
complex and challenging effort.
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Post-Conflict Reconstructionin Iraq
Estimated Cost in $Billions
Per year

Over 5 years

23-34

115-170

Humanitarian3
Security4 (lOO-150K troops)
Reconstructionof infrastructures

30

Civil administration/institutional reform6

5-6

Oil infrastructurerepai?

5

TOTAL

178-245

3The low end cost estimate for humanitarian efforts in Iraq is drawn from the administration's supplemental budget
request; the high end estimate is based on William Nordhaus, TheEconomic Consequencesof a War with Iraq,
available at htt ://www.amacad.or ublications/mono
hs/War.with.lra. df. Becausethe humanitarian effort
will peak in the near term and taper off over time, a yearly estimate is not provided.
4 This estimate is based on analysis by the Congressional Budget Office, Estimated Costs of a Potential Conflict
with Iraq, September2002, available at httj2://www.cbo.gov, which estimatesa cost of$I.4 billion per month (or
$16.8 billion per year) for a force of 75,000 troops and $3.8 billion per month (or $45.6 billion per year) for a force
of 200,000 troops. By this measure,a 100,000 personforce would cost almost $23 billion per year and a 150,000
person force would cost almost $34 billion per year. This estimate does not include the costsassociatedwith
securing and eliminating any weapons of mass destruction that may be found in Iraq.
5 A United Nations Report to the Secretary General, 15 July 1991, S/22799, available at
httD:/fwww .cam.ac.uk/societies/casifinfo/undocs/s22700.httnl,estimated that it would cost $22 billion (in 1991
dollars) to return Iraq's infrastructure to 19911evels. In today's dollars, the estimate is closer to $30 billion.
6 In recent years, it is estimated that about $5.8 billion of Iraq's annual Oil For Food revenueshave gone to
government activities. In post-conflict Iraq, this category will include the costsof both day to day civil
administration and of reforming some of Iraq's national institutions, !;uchas its armed forces.
7The cost of repairing Iraq's existing oil infrastructure is estimatedto be $5 billion. See Council on Foreign
Relations, Guiding Principles for U.S. Post-Conflict Policy in Iraq, available at h!ill://www.cfr.org/Ddf/PostWar_lrag.p;df.
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StrengtheningU.S. Security through Alliances and Partnerships
July 2003

During the 2000 presidential campaign, candidate George W. Bush stated that his
administration would strengthen our alliances. By its actions, however, the Bush team has
made clear that it is not willing to invest in relationships with allies and accommodate
allied perspectives in order to make alliances work effectively. As a result, alliance
relations are at an all-time low, and the United States is in danger of squandering the hardwon admiration and support garnered over more than fifty years of U.S. engagement in the

world.
This short-sighted state of affairs puts America's security at risk. Why?
Most security Droblems cannot be addressedunilaterally. With military force, the United
States can overcome some challenges on its own, such as eliminating Saddam Hussein's
weapons of mass destruction programs and regime. But protecting the U.S. from
international terrorism more broadly requires the cooperation of other governments.
Stopping North Korea from going nuclear is made much easierwith the solidarity of friends
and allies in the region. Preventing "loose nukes" requires the cooperation of Russia and
other former Soviet states. For us to obtain the cooperation our security requires, other
nations must believe it is in their best interest to offer that cooperation.

After

the U;S. uses its military power to defeat its opponents, difficult tasks remain, including
maintaining security and order, providing humanitarian assistance, and rebuilding civil
society. The U.S. has unmatched capabilities and a record of outstanding performance in
application of military force, but other countries and international organizations (including
non-governmental organizations)are more capable than the U.S. government at many postwar functions. Despite American military predominance, allies and partners make concrete
and indispensablecontributions to American national security.

u.s. isolationfrom the restof the world emboldensourenemies.Evenwhenwe canachieve
our mili~
objectivesalone, by so doing we encourageopposition to u.s. policies,
emboldenthosewho seekto obstructus, andenergizeanti-Americanextremism.
The new threats we face challen£!esome of our basic values of freedom. tolerance. and
democrac. Now is the time to stren en not undercut the relationshi s that reflect and
promote those values. In particular, we need to shore up our ties with Europe and Canada,
the countries with which we have shared the fight for freedom for most of the last century,
and bolster the U.S.-Japanrelationship, the linchpin of American security in the Asia-Pacific

region.
Ad Hoc "Coalitions Of The Willing" Are A Poor Substitute For Alliances.
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Alliances are the ue that binds like-minded nations to ether. They provide a forum for
consultation and for the marshaling of political, economic, and military capabilities in pursuit
of shared security goals. Over time, alliances have a force-multiplier effect; through our
leadershipof and participation in alliances, our power is greaterthan the sum of its parts.

J2rovokinga backlash against DerceivedAmerican '~hegemonv
." Many countries, including
America's closest allies, are apprehensiveabout what they perceive to be overweening U.S.
dominance. Alliances provide U.S. action with international legitimacy and support,
avoiding the domestic and international political costs incurred when the U.S. is isolated.
Alliances provide us with multinational military capabilities. They are the only way to
ensure that when the use of force is necessary -whether for deterrence, coercion, or
warfighting -we are prepared to operate alongside other capable militaries with which we
have planned, trained and equipped. NATO, for example, is the only standing integrated
military capability on earth, readying us to face any crisis together. Alliances also provide
fertile ground from which to select coalition members. Without them, we cannot count on
others to deploy alongsideus on short notice or operate effectively with U.S. forces.
The regular meetin2:s. combined exercises. and daily contactamon2: militaries that
characterize alliances 2:iye the U.S. yaluableoDDortunities to shaDe a common threat
perception with other nations. When action is necessary,allies are more likely to share our
senseof danger and urgency.
Alliances offer enduring sourcesof reassuranceto our friends. Without this reassurance,our
long-standing partners may question the reliability of our commitment, which can generate
new security problems for the U.S. For example, the nuclear umbrella provided by the
United States has inhibited Japan and Gennany from questioning their own non-nuclear
status for half a century; their forbearancehas, in turn, stemmed proliferation in Europe and

Asia.
Alliances are the best alternative to the burden of QQlicinl!the world alone. Many Americans
are apprehensiveabout the high price tag of our global responsibilities. Alliances allow us to
share costs and risks.

Every American PaysThe Price Of Neglect.
Afghanistan: When the Bush Administration launched its campaign to rout the Taliban in
Afghanistan, it did not find a mechanismfor involving allied forces. This continues to rankle
our European partners and has made the effort to stabilize and rebuild Afghanistan a longer,
harder, and more costly one. It also contributed to the unwillingness of some to stand with
the U.S. against SaddamHussein.
0 By contrast, when the U.S. decided to use military force in Bosnia, it worked
through NATO. Although at times allied forces were Iiot as capable as U.S.
forces, American leadersrecognized the overall value of presenting a united front
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against Slobodan Milosevic and therefore made an ongoing effort to give the
allies meaningful opportunities to contribute. This was crucial both in terms of
the outcome of the military operation as well as the requirement for major
investments in post-conflict reconstruction.
~:
During the run up to the Iraq war, the administration asserted that it sought the
cooperation and assistanceof allies and partners, but made clear by its actions that it would
not give up any flexibility to obtain such support. As a result, despite our global leadership
role, the U.S. failed to convince long-standing friends around the world to support us at the
United Nations. The military mission was also complicated by the failure to secure
international agreementto U.S. action; NATO ally Turkey refused to to provide accessto
Northern Iraq, and only a handful of countries senttroops.
0 In the end, the American military -and the British -fought superbly, and were
able to overcome that lack of support on the ground. However, we are now
paying the price of our unilateral action, with U.S. taxpayers shouldering the
burden of Iraq's reconstruction-and U. S. soldiers bearing the brunt of the risks.
And no one should conclude that becausewe were able to fight the war with a
narrow, ad hoc coalition that we should try to win the peace the same way.
Winning the peace is essential to winning the war, and allies and partners are
essentialto winning the peace.
NATO: Failure to manage our alliances effectively also has been reflected in NATO's
marginalization as a security organization. As a result, the future of the Atlantic Alliance the cornerstoneof American securitysince the end of the SecondWorld War -is in doubt.
North Korea: By pennitting severestrains to develop in our traditional alliance relationships
with the Republic of Korea and Japan,the u.s. has weakenedits case for pursuing either a
diplomatic or military option in dealing with North Korea's nuclear ambitions. For nearly
half a century, we achieved extraordinary political and military solidarity among
Washington, Tokyo, and Seoul in facing threats to the security of the region. Now our views
diverge and the coordination of our policies has reachedan historic low.
Anti-American Backlash: The backlash against what is perceived to be American
unilateralism and disregard for the views of others will limit our effectiveness and diminish
our security. The Bush Administration's apparentintent to "go it alone" will isolate us, not
our enemIes.

Alliances Are Enablers, Not Encumbrances.
The United States must launch a major effort to repair its alliances and partnerships and
transform them to meet the needsof a new era. This does not mean we need to subjugate our
interests to others. It means we need to view allies and partners as enablers instead of
encumbrances.

Relationshipsrequiretending. This takeshard work, and an entirely different mindsetthan
that espousedby the currentadministration.
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As a first critical ste the U.S. should make it clear that it welcomes international assistance
in post-war Irag .The long, hard task of reconstruction, and the challenge of locating and
eliminating weaponsof massdestruction, will be costly and time-consuming. U.S. taxpayers
should not foot the entire bill. Instead, the Administration should focus on building a
coalition of countries, international institutions, and NGOs with relevant capabilities. This
will provide an opportunity to repair some of the damagedone in the diplomatic train-wreck
that precededthe war.
qv~~ the l~nQ~r te~. ~A ~g must be revitalized and adaDted to meet new securitY
challenges that increasingly will take NATO "out of area." We must continue to use NATO
to build bridges across former dividing lines, giving meaning and content to relationships
with countries such as Russia and Ukraine. We also should support the definition of a new
institutional framework within which the emergence of a more united Europe makes the
Atlantic Alliance stronger.

Our effort should be aimed at restoring a sense, especially among younger South Koreans,
that a strong deterrent to North Korea is needed, that a U.S. presence on the Korean
peninsula is in the long-term interest of Koreans, and that the necessaryrepositioning of U.S.
forces is not an act of petulance or a sign of weakenedAmerican commitment to our alliance.
We_shoulg ~ustainthe Dro~
of reciDrocal militarv-to-militarv contacts with China. Our
goal should be to help China develop a stake in the international order that U.s. policy seeks
to create, that recognizes the extent to which its own internal political and economic
development rests on that order, and that actively cooperatesin building that order. A China
that works with us against rogues, terrorism, and weapons of mass destruction is vastly
preferable to a China that seeksto block U.S. action or that sits on the sidelines as the U.S.

acts.

otherRartners. Suchlong-termrelationshipbuilding is vital to U.S. security. This kind of
work. undertakenwith the new CentralAsian statesin the mid-nineties.provided us with
urgently neededaccessand basingrights in Uzbekistan,Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstanin the
immediateaftermathof September
11.2001.
Alliances Must Be A Two-Way Street.
Partnership must be reciRrocal. Our allies and friends must invest too. Rather than seeking
to counterbalance U.S. power or to "free ride" on the international security that America
provides, they should actively strengthentheir capabilities to meet new security challenges.
0 Most of our NATO allies have allowed their military capabilities to atrophy.
They continue to waste resources on bloated and duplicative forces. The
development of the European Defense and Security Identity is potentially
positive, but it has too often been used to challenge the U.S. rather than as a
vehicle for building Europeanstrength. Instead, leading European nations should
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make significant defense investments, especially in the integration of advance
communications capabilities, so that they can make meaningful contributions to
Alliance security.
In addition, our allies and partners around the world will need to deepen their
cooperation with us in domains previously considered "domestic" or "civilian."
We will need to network banking, intelligence, and law enforcement agenciesto
maximize our collective effectiveness againstnew threats.

Finally, gratuitous snipine and concerted efforts to undermine American 120wer only
contribute to Western weakness in the face of new dangers. In the face of threats such as
WMD terrorism, solidarity is essential. We should not pennit any enemy to benefit from
divisions among us.

The United States has emerged victorious in military battle but paradoxically less secure
because of the damage the Bush Administration has done to relationships around the
world.
We must seize the opportunity now to repair that damage by rebuilding
relationships with allies, partners, and international institutions. It is not a moment too
soon to begin this vital effort to make America more secure.
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National SecuritySpendingand Priorities
July 2003

INVESTING IN NAllONAL SECURITY:
THE ADMINSTRATION'S RHETORIC VERSUS REALITY
During the 2000 Presidential campaign, then Republican Vice Presidential Nominee Dick
Cheney said, "A commander-in-chief leads the military built by those who came before him.
There is little that he or his defensesecretarycan do to improve the force they have to deploy. It
is all the work of previous administrations." The Bush administration came into office
disparaging the state of the U.S. military, but it has found in Afghanistan and Iraq that the
military it inherited from its predecessors is, in fact, superb --a testamentto the investment
in high quality people, readiness,and the best equipment available that was made in the Clinton
administration. (Indeed, the defense programs of the Clinton and Bush II administrations are
remarkably similar, with the exceptionof spendingon National Missile Defense.)
Similarly, the ideas to which DOD applies the term "transformation" -new ways of
warfare that rely on extensive use of information technology, precision weapons,
unmanned systems, and smaller and'more agile military formations -are not new. They
have been under way for a decade, and with good reason: They are the right path for the
evolution of the U.S. military.
DOD faltered on this path in the first year of the Bush administration, unable to cancel
legacy programs to make room for transformation in the defense budget without resorting to
force structure cuts or lowered readiness.
Then came September 11. In the wake of devastating attacks on our homeland, Americans
were ready to support dramatic increases in defense spending. These increases are needed
and should be supported. They create an historic opportunity for true transfonnation -an
opportunity that we should seize.
Implementing long-sought changes in our defense posture and practices will require DOD to
make some hard choices-choices it has avoided thus far -and to spendmore wisely on defense.
At the same time, there are serious problems with the Bush administration's spending on
national security more broadly. After decrying the pace of U.S. military deploymentsto peace
operations in the 1990s, the Bush administration finds itself making enormous overseas
deployments and assigning U.S. forces policing and "nation-building" tasks in a number of
operations. Yet the increase in funding for military activities has not been accompanied by a
corresponding increasein non-DaD spending. We are enhancing our capabilities to win at war,
but we are not making commensurate enhancementsto our capabilities to win the peace.
Ongoing chaosin Afghanistan and Iraq reflect this shortfall.

LOPSIDED NATIONAL SECURITY SPENDING
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Since the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, U.S. spending on national security has
increased from roughly $450 billion in FY 2002 to over $500 billion in FY 2004.8 However,
this increased level of investment is not likely to yield a corresponding increase in security
for the American people. Why? Because, whatever the Bush administration's rhetoric, its
spending plans reflect an outdated national security strategy -one that ignores two
fundamental and inescapablerealities of the post-Cold War, post-9f11 era:
The challen es we face -es eciall terrorism the roliferation of wea ons of mass
des~ction. an~dDost-conflict reconstruction -cannot be met bv militarY Dower alone. They
require strategies that integrate all of the instruments of U.S. national power -diplomatic,
economic, military, law enforcement, information, state and local first response, public
health, and others.

can deal effectivelv with them on its own. In crucial missions like countering terrorism, the
United States simply does not have a unilateral option -our security depends on help from
other nations. Nor should the United Statesbe expectedto provide global security by itself.
The United States should encourageand not disparagethe contributions and capabilities of
allies and friends. There is much that only the United States can do, but also much that
others have the capability and the responsibility to do with us.
Despite these new realities, the bulk of additional funding for national security post-9/11
has gone to pre-9/11 needs in the Department of Defense, while the non-military
instruments of U.S. national security remain woefully under funded.
Spending on national defenseincreasedfrom $335.5 billion in FYOl to 400.5 billion in FY04
-ostensibly in support of the war on terrorism.9 Yet most of the post-9fll increasehas gone
to long-standing priorities like the ongoing program of weaponsmodernization, military pay,
housing, health care and operationsand maintenance. Only a small amounthas beendirected
to accounts connected directly to the war on terrorism, suchas Special Operations Forces and
DOD support to homeland security.
Meanwhile, the foreign affairs budget has gone from $26.2 billion in FYO2 to $28.7 billion
requestedin FYO4 -a marginal increaseand a miniscule fraction of what the United Statesis
spending on national defense.lo Embassiesare forced to operate with inadequatepersonnel
and security. Programs to advance goals such as civil society, democratization, and
nonproliferation are strapped for funds. Our nation lacks effective public diplomacy
mechanisms for getting out our message, especially in the Islamic world.
In short, the
anemic state of our diplomatic instruments keeps the United States from being as successful
8 Many of the DoD budget figures used in this paper are drawn from StevenKosiak's Analysis of the
FY2004 Budget Requestpublished by CSBA in 2003.
9The Bush Administration's FY04 requestis already 10% above averageCold War defense budget in real
terms. By FY09 it will increaseto more than 20% above Cold War levels, exceeding the peak levels
reached during the Reaganbuildup.
10Foreign affairs spending was unusually high -$34.3 billion --in FY03 due to post-9/l1 supplemental
appropriations.
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as we could be on the world stage in areas ranging from managing alliance relations to
building coalitions to winning heartsand minds abroad.
Foreign aid and exDortassistanceincreasedfrom $17.2 billion in FYO2 to $18.9 requestedin
FYO4. The one-time FYO3 jump to $24.1 billion was due in large part to the President's
Millennium Challenge account, his HN/AIDs initiative, and supplemental funding for postconflict reconstruction in Iraq. These programs are welcome, yet the inadequate amount of
funding requested in FYO4 risks leaving other crucial foreign assistanceprograms without
resources to affect the conditions that create fertile soil for anti-Americanism and terrorism
around the globe. It is noteworthy that while the United Statesspendsmore on defensethan
the next 10 nations combined, it ranks twenty-second on the list of development assistance
donors (based on a percentageof GNP devotedto developmentassistance).
Intelligence baseline spending (exclusive of supplementals)is currently estimated to be $2830 billion per year, comparable to what it was before 9/11. Although the requirements
placed on the intelligence community have ballooned since 9/11, the community has not been
adequatelyrestructured or resourcedto meet new requirementsin the long run.
Finally, u.s. spending on homeland secUritYremains inadequate, chaotic and unfocused.
The administration requested only $41.3 billion for FYO4 -a modest increase in funding and appearsto have no plans for any significant increasesover the long term. The integrated,
multi-agency investment plan that the White House Office of H()mel~d SecUrity was
supposedto develop has been sidetracked by the immense bureaucratic task of constructing
the new Department of Homeland Security.
This unbalanced approach to the allocation of resources for national security risks
underDlining U.S. security over the long term. Specifically, the lack of effective, adequately
resourcedcivilian instrumentswill:

Prolong the u.s. military's involvement in post-conflict reconstructionmissions and
sometimesinvolve it in tasks,suchasfosteringnewgovernancestructures,for which it does
not havea comparativeadvantage;
Undennineu.s. efforts to developand executeintegrated,successfulstrategiesfor dealing
with the greatestthreatswe face;
Renderthe United Statesless effective in assuringallies and deterring adversaries;and

LeaveAmericansinadequately
defendedat home.
A MORE BALANCED APPROACH
The national security budget -consisting of spending on national defense (both DOD and
DOE defense activities), homeland security, intelligence, and foreign affairs -should be
considered as a whole -and Democrats should support a more balanced investment in
military and non-military tools for protecting our security abroad.
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u.s. national security can be significantly enhancedby rebalancing our national security
spending priorities -reallocating resourceswithin the U.S. governmentto create a more
robust setof diplomatic, economic,information, and intelligencetools. The following steps
can be taken within the overall amount of national security spendingplanned by the Bush
administration:
Increase the Foreign Affairs budeet by 50 Qercent, especially in the areas of embassy
personnel and security, and public diplomacy (particularly in the Islamic world).
Double the U.S. foreign assistancebudget (other than aid to Israel and Egypt) and refocus
sQending on addressingthe conditions that give rise to terrorism, especially in the Middle
East.
Increase investment in post-conflict reconstruction efforts to win the peace in places like
Afghanistan and Iraq, and invest in the development of more robust, rapidly deployable
civilian capabilities for thesemissions.
Increase investment in homeland security bv at least 25 Qercentand invest more heavily in
areas such as WMD detection, risk reduction and consequencemanagement; protection of
hazardous chemical plants; monitoring of commercial trucks that haul hazardousmaterials;
increased screening of containers entering the country; improved defenses against the
surface-to-air missile threat to airliners; and improved counterterrorism data sharing among
the federal, stateand local levels.
TriRle funding to expand the scope and accelerate the pace ofWMD
Rrogramsworldwide.

threat reduction

Increase efforts to draw upon the substantial capabilities of allies and Qartners in devising
common strategies for dealing with sharedthreats. Provide more robust support to programs
aimed at enhancing the military and civilian capabilities of allies and partners to contribute to
coalition operations, suchas programs to equip and train regional militaries for humanitarian
and peacekeepingmissions.
HIGH AND SUSTAINABLE DEFENSE SPENDING + REAL REFORM
Even as we must rebalance national security spending, Democrats should support
sustaining the increased military funding level for DOD that has occurred since 9/11.
Funding DaD at this higher level will keep the U.S. military second to none, now and in the

future.
At the same time, the custodiansof national defense must take a realistic view of the long-tenD
budget future. Still higher levels of defense spending are not only not needed but not
sustainable.
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Democrats should call for more modest growth il1l defense spending (to keep pace with
inflation) from FYO5 on, at a level we judge fully adequate for DOD and likely to be
sustainable. This is the only way that our country can afford to maintain the strategic
advantage of the U.S. military while also giving adequate support to other critical national
security tools.
A consideration often missed in budgeting, but abundantly illustrated by history, is that ~
remised on an unsustainables endin level do eat harm to mili
ro
s when actual
budgetsfall short of ootimistic Qro~iection§.In 2001, the U.S. budget surplus was projected to
be $5.6 trillion over 10 years ('02-11). In the wake of the Bush administration's tax cuts and
increased spending, the United Statesis now facing a deficit of some $400 billion for same
period. With further tax cuts and spending increased,this figure could soar to more than $5
trillion over the '04-13 period.
0 The Bush administration's defense budget oroiections are simolv not sustainable
in this context, especially given competing national security needs, rising social
spending (with the retirement of the Baby Boom generation) and public
intolerance for massive deficit spending as a long-term solution to budgets that
can't be balanced. An unsustainable defense budget will ultimately cause
turbulence in the defenseprogram that could be quite damaging to the health of
the U.S. military. Stopping and starting programs is not a recipe for maintaining a
strong military or for maintaining public confidence.
There is no "magic bullet" that will produce significant savings in the future DOD budget,
but considerable room for rationalization exists:
Operations and Maintenance funding should remain high as it is essential to sustaining the
high readinessof the u.s. military. But greaterefforts should be taken to control further cost
growth in these accounts, especially health care. Overhauling the military health care system
would enable DOD to purchasecomparable or superior care for unifonned personnel at less
cost while also eliminating much of the costly and duplicative U.S.-basedinfrastructure.
Personnel sp:ending also should remain high:
The highest quality people are what
differentiate the U.S. military from its competitors around the world. However, more
creative efforts should be made to improve military housing and benefits in a cost-effective
manner.
Researchand DeveloQmentspending is critical to the modernization and transformation of
the U.S. military, but too much of this important account is being diverted to National
Missile Defense instead of Science and Technology accounts. (Since FYOl, R&D spending
has increasedby 76%, whereas S&T spendinghas increasedby only 10%.)
Procurement spending should continue to shift from buying large numbers of next generation
platforms to investing in the capabilities that will acceleratethe transformation of the U.S.
military, such as C4ISR networks, precision munitions, and unmanned systems like UA Vs
andUCAVs.
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High Priority Missions: Increaseresourcesavailable to mission areas that have become far
more urgent and important since 9/11, such as counterterrorism, WMD counter proliferation
and threat reduction, and military supportto homeland security.
Force Mix and Management: Reexaminethe mix of active duty and reserveforces in light of
current and anticipated missions and develop better approachesto force managementthat
reduce the corrosive effects of chronically high OPTEMPO and PERSTEMPO on
recruitment, retention, and family life in parts of the force. Military police, civil affairs,
airborne surveillance, and other "low-density/high demand" assetsshould receive sufficient
resourcesto overcome chronic shortagesof supply.
Defense Refonn: Defense managementrefonn, called the "Revolution ill Busilless Affairs"
in the I 990s, remains an imperative for DOD, and one that will require a sustailled
iIlvestment of political capital by the Secretaryof Defense and the Congress to deliver the
efficiency _A..mericans
should expect in the conduct of DOD's business.
a We should aggressivelypursue efforts to eliminate excessDOD infrastructure, get
rid of unnecessary duplication between Services in key support areas, and
modernize DOD's 1960's era business practices to free up additional resources
for higher priority tasks over time.
a The Secretary of Defense should present a detailed defense refonn plan and
expend substantialpolitical capital with Congressto advanceit.
a Democrats ill Congress,for their part, should fully support the 2005 BRAC round
(as a fIrst step) and work to enable greateroutsourcing of depot maintenance.The
need and the opportunity for meaningful reform have never beengreater.

THE BOTTOM LINE
In order to meet the national security challenges we face, we must maintain the best
military in the world while also funding a broader and more robust set of national security
tools, from diplomatic instruments, to foreign aid, to intelligence, to homeland security. A
more balanced approach to national security priorities and spending will not only enable
the U.S. to be more effective in protecting and advancing our interests abroad, it also will
strengthen the foundations of our security at home.
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